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1. LegaL framework
1.1 Designation anD legal Definition of the meDia regulatory authority
The media regulatory authority in Greece is the Greek National Council for Radio and
Television (NCRTV or ESR in Greek), based in Athens. The NCRTV was established in 1989
by the law 1866and has as its remit the supervision and regulation of the radio/television
market. In theory it was created to ensure the maintenance of objectivity and quality within
broadcasting, but in practice it worked as a buffer between the partisan interests of the
government of the day and the vested interests of the broadcasting companies. Its establishment was modelled on the French supervisory authority of broadcasting, Haute Autorité

the independent authorities by the Seventh (Z’) Revisionary Greek Parliament. According to
th
nd
paragraph) “radio and television shall
be under the direct control of the state” and the NCRTV, as an independent administrative
authority, is entrusted with the supervision of the broadcasting sector.
-
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1.2 relationship with self-regulatory anD co-regulatory meDia structures
The NCRTV is not formally linked with the interdisciplinary instruments of self-regulation, designed to contribute to the smooth function of the media market. Such instruments are the Auditing Firm of Research Measuring Mass Media (EEEM-MME in Greek) as
well as the Civil Society for Measuring Ratings of the Radio Stations in Attica (AEMAR in
the Authors Association of Daily Newspapers of Athens (ESIEA in Greek) and the Union of
Magazines and Electronic Press Journalists (ESPIT in Greek). These authorities are members
of the Pan-Hellenic Federation of Journalists Unions (POESY in Greek). The members of
ESIEA and POESY commit themselves to implementing and guarding a set of fundamental
principles, included in the Code of Professional Ethics and Social Responsibility, as approved in
the general meetings of the authorities.
Additionally, the private TV channels are required to have their own Ethics Committee,
which is in charge of examining all emerging ethical issues. A new Bill that has recently been
tabled in Parliament, which is aimed at restructuring the public service broadcaster (ERT),
refers to the establishment of a three-member Ethics Committee responsible for examining issues of ethics relating solely to the public service radio/television channels (Galanis,
that the new government will leave the proposed Bill unchanged.

2. functions

2.1 the regulation in Different meDia sectors
The responsibilities of the media regulatory authority, NCRTV, cover only the broadcasting sector of broadcasting. These responsibilities have not been changed since the

The telecommunications sector and the technical infrastructure are regulated by
the National Commission of Telecommunications and Postal Services (NCTP or EETT in

It is empowered to: a) supervise and control the network/services providers of electronic
communications, b) impose the relevant sanctions, c) manage the register of electronic
communications providers, d) issue codes of ethics for the provision of networks and services
tronic communications, f) regulate matters regarding consumer protection in the electronic
communications and postal services sector.
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1998: 19).

2.2 the ncrtV’s tasks
According to the revised Constitution, the NCRTV is expected to perform the following
functions:
• Supervise radio and television programmes in terms of content so as a) to meet
the aims of objective and equal transmission of information, news, literature and
art products (as provided in the Constitution), b) to ensure the quality level of
programmes, the respect of human dignity, the protection of children and youth.
• Set codes of conduct for news broadcasts, advertising and entertainment
• Issues statutory notices, grants, renews and revokes the licenses of the terrestrial
radio and television stations as well as any permits and approvals under existing
broadcasting regulation.
• Addresses public or private broadcasters with instructions, recommendations or
questions and expresses opinions on the application of the provisions of relevant
laws and regulations.
•
•

ness ownership of radio or television stations and publishes information regarding
the ownership of radio and television stations.
• Expresses its opinion towards the Minister of Interior Affairs regarding the persons
appointed as members of public service broadcaster’s Board (ERT SA).
• Supervises compliance with the provisions governing the operation of public and
private broadcasters and imposes the prescribed administrative sanctions.

been exclusively empowered to exercise control and impose sanctions in the broadcasting
administrative acts on the responsibilities of the NCRTV) was replaced by a simpler one
which lies in reviewing the legality of the decisions taken by the media regulatory authority.
Consequently, the direct state control over broadcasting, the supervision of compliance with
the existing broadcasting legislation and the administrative implementation or enforcement of the law are issues coming under the exclusive competence of the NCRTV. Moreover
it is competent to undertake public consultation with the players of the broadcasting landscape. However, despite all these responsibilities, it lacks self-regulatory competence.
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2.3 the regulation in the aDVertising fielD
attempts have been made at self-regulation. As a result the regulation of advertising is also
based on the Greek Code of Advertising and Communication
conduct and ethical behavior that must be followed by all those involved in advertising
(namely advertisers, companies or authorities to be advertised, advertising media as well as
principals and representatives of all these forms of communication). The Code refers to the
advertising of all kinds of products and services, and to all forms of commercial and social

in the Greek Code of Advertising and Communication

-

(SEE in Greek). It is in charge of the operation of Boards (primary and secondary one) which
have the exclusive competence to judge – automatically or after a complaint – the advertising compliance with the principles of the Greek Code of Advertising and Communication. The
a member of the European Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA). The media regulatory
authority (NCRTV) is in collaboration with the Council of Communication Control and is

2.4 regulation anD cyberspace
The NCRTV’s functions do not cover the vast space of the internet. In essence, Greece
lacks a regulatory entity dedicated to monitoring or supervising online content. The
only type of protection provided to internet users derives from a police authority, named
Sub-direction of Electronic Crime Prosecution, whose remit is to prevent, investigate or
repress crimes and antisocial behaviours, committed though the Internet or other electronic

3. Legitimizing/underLying vaLues

broadcasting, which is under the exclusive jurisdiction of the NCRTV, aims at ensuring the
following values: objective and on equal terms transmission of information, news, works of
literature and art, quality level of programmes (mandated by the social mission of broadcasting and by the cultural development of the country), respect of human value as well as
protected by the operation of the media regulatory authority, the NCRTV.
On the other hand the values evoked by the Authors Association of Daily Newspapers
of Athens (ESIEA in Greek) in order to justify the need for self-regulation through compliance
with the Code of Professional Ethics and Social Responsibility are quite different. These are
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values related to a) safeguarding the freedom of information and expression, the autonomy
and dignity of journalists, b) shielding the freedom of press, c) ensuring the social role

Similar values are also protected by other associations of journalists throughout Greece,
which have drawn up relevant codes of conduct.

4. Performance
In its daily activity the NCRTV conducts meetings in order to perform the duties
decreed in the relevant laws:
•
violated the broadcasting law.
• Considers requests on the part of broadcasters related to the withdrawal or amendment of already imposed administrative sanctions.
• Issues suggestions, opinions, guidelines and recommendations addressed to all
broadcasters.
• Issues a wide range of decisions related to various topics (such as broadcasters’

Any act of the NCRTV related either to the license of the broadcasters or to the sanctions against them is an enforceable administrative act that can be challenged before the
Council of State as long as an application for annulment is made.
Moreover, the Board members and the specialised scientists of the media regulatory
ing the work of the authority and broadening their knowledge on subjects related to their
responsibilities.
with those of the media regulatory authority.

5. enforcement mechanisms / accountabiLity
To ensure compliance with the decisions of the NCRTV the law enables the media
regulatory authority to impose a number of administrative sanctions and measures. In case
of violation of the law (national, European, international) regarding broadcasting services
cio (or on the basis of a request on the part of the Minister of Press and Mass Media or
after a complaint) to impose the following sanctions: a) recommendation for compliance
c) temporary suspension of up to three months or termination of the transmission of a
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transmission, e) temporary suspension of station’s license or revocation of station’s license,
f) moral sanctions (such as compulsory transmission of notice related to imposed sanctions).
In urgent cases of obvious violation of the broadcasting legislation the President of the

the transmission or not of the programme.
Telecommunications and Postal Services (NCTP or EETT in Greek) is empowered to order the
the instigation of jamming in the Communications of the Armed Forces, of the Civil Aviation,
of the public service broadcaster (ERT), of the Hellenic Telecommunications’ Organization
(OTE) and of any other legally functioning network or operator. In case the television station
fails to comply with the rules, the NCTP shall inform the NCRTV, which may order the immediate shutdown of the station.
The media regulatory authority is accountable to the Prime Minister, to the Parliament
President and to Minister of Press and Mass Media through an activities’ report drawn up
st
of March and submitted to them. That report is published in a
As to the Board Members of the NCRTV the law establishes cases of incompatibility

with positions such as that of the Minister, Vice-minister, Parliament Member, General or
Special Ministry Secretary, military, security forces servant, civil servant and servant in a
political party. Moreover, the NCRTV members during their term and three years after leavsupervision by the media regulatory body. 6.Institutional organization / composition
The NCRTV Board consists of seven members: the President, the Vice-President and

In theory, the members of the NCRTV’s Board are personalities distinguished by their

parties according to their position in the Parliament. Today the composition of the Board
includes a Vice-President of the Supreme Court, three journalists, one lawyer, a professor of
Modern Greek Literature and one of Computer Engineering and Informatics. The selection
of the Board members is based on a Conference of the Parliament Presidents. Their decision

staff, administrative staff, and staff on a contract basis. The staff members, who have been
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• Section on legality and licensing, in charge of examining the application forms
regarding the provision or renewal of licenses given to radio/television stations
of free reception or to stations of subscription-based broadcasting services. It is
• Section on transparency control, responsible for keeping the register of media

• Section on programme quality, whose task is to supervise the quality of the broad• Section on logistics and technical support, whose remit is to ensure the proper
functioning
• of the media regulatory authority, support technically the implementation of any
responsibilities, prepare and implement the budget as well as the salary scale of

The NCRTV operates in plenary or according to scaled teams, established by the
plenary session decisive responsibilities for minor issues may be transferred to the scaled
•
the ethics of programmes’ quality.
• The second one is concerned with controlling transparency.
• The third one considers applications for licensing television stations, licensing
operation of radio stations.
• The fourth one deals with audience shares measurement, controls the compliance
with the principles of political pluralism and with the values of access right to
television broadcasting on the part of the political parties.
•
• The sixth one controls and evaluates the so-called “Panoptis System”. 1

-

1

basis.
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published on the website of the media regulatory body as well as in the press.

7. funding
The media regulatory authority is funded by the state budget only. The total budget
of the expenses come from the staff salaries, the facilities rent and the contracts signed for

8. reguLation in context
acteristics of the Greek nation: a) weak civil society, where the state has dominant and
expanded functions in the politico-ideological sphere, b) shortage of self-regulation in the
91). These factors have given rise to a regime, where the state is allowed to interfere drastically in the politico-ideological superstructure and exercise tight control over the broadcasting media. In general, Greece represents a small media market, where an oversupply of
media services traditionally exceeds demand (Papathanassopoulos, 1999).
To be more precise, the Greek media market is characterized by an overcrowded broad-

coexist with the public service broadcaster (ERT SA) comprising three nationwide television

In effect, all private national and local TV stations technically speaking are semi-illegal since they operate on a temporary legal basis (every six months the state renews their

the dominance of commercial broadcasters has been undeniable since the deregulation
broadcasting services is a traditional feature of the broadcasting scene.
In Greece the broadcasting services are mainly provided by analogue terrestrial TV,
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though the deregulation of the broadcasting system started with the retransmissions of
satellite channels via the terrestrial frequencies. Since the beginning of the new century
digital satellite television has been embraced by a small part of the Greek society, now
date there are no mobile TV services. Greece is planning to switch off analogue broadcasting
target is reasonably in doubt.
According to Eurostat, Internet has approximately entered half Greek households.

st

the gap between Greece and the rest of Europe is still wide. The penetration of mobile

in the European context, it is quite below the average penetration of mobile broadband.

9. ignored dimensions

-

derived from the fact that it was “an independent authority for the supervision of the [broadcasting] sector, without a legal personality, of a decentralized [...] public service institution”.
In the past the potential of the political power to interfere in the institution was dictated by
the fact that most of the members’ appointment was a political decision derived from the
three biggest political parties.
Although such an authority is in the last analysis an illusion of liberalism by permitting
the politicians to show their distance from the media, it took some years for the NCRTV to
meaning that the central government was still in a position to maintain control over the state
electronic media. Thus, the NCRTV could not play a major role in the broadcasting landscape,
suffering from an inherent inability to have substantial powers. That is the reason why it
has been characterized a “simple observer of the broadcasting events” (Papathanassopoulos,
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the beginning of the broadcasting deregulation, contributed to the rise and evolution of the
private broadcasters in a disorderly manner. In essence, the commercial players managed

blame can be put on the political power of the country, which turned out to be reluctant to
delegate to the media regulatory authority important responsibilities.
operation of the NCRTV. Its real activation started with the Seventh (Z’) Revisionary Greek
Parliament. It was believed that since it became an independent administrative authority
and correct policy. The new authority, as emerged by the Seventh Revisionary Parliament,

Over the last years the work of the independent administrative authority has been
challenged even by the Parliamentary Committee in charge of Institutions and Transparency
has come to enhance the impression of unreliability accompanying the work of the media
regulatory body. The Court ruled unlawful the independent authority’s Board over the period

cancellation in case of appeals to the Council of State (Petroutsou, Maniatis, Papageorgiou:
Generally, over the last year the NCRTV has been highly marginalized due to a series of
-

• Undermined the sanctionary policy of the independent authority.
•
• Recognized as unlawful the broadcasting legislation. The long-term regime of
“temporary legitimacy” of the broadcasting market was considered to be a case
of arbitrariness regarding the occupation of the broadcasting frequencies, which
traditionally constitute a public good.

attributed to a range of long-lasting facts:
• Lack of self-regulatory competence.
•
• Reliance on the involvement of the Minister of Press and Mass Media when it comes
to procedural matters.
• Admission of its decisions to legality review by the Ministry of Press and Mass Media.
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